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Abstract In this chapter we present the sums of Hermitian squares approach to noncommutative polynomial optimization problems. This is an extension of
the sums of squares approach for polynomial optimization arising from real algebraic geometry. We provide
a gentle introduction to the underlying theory of this
methodology and highlight its importance.
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1 Introduction
Polynomial optimization problems (POP) are prevalent in many areas of modern science and engineering.
The goal of POP is to minimize a given polynomial
over a set defined by finitely many polynomial inequalities, a semialgebraic set. This problem is well known to
be NP-hard [38], and has motivated research for more
practical methods to obtain approximate solutions with
high accuracy. Recent approaches to solving POPs use
powerful representation results from real algebraic geometry, such as Putinar’s Positivstellensatz [50]. These
methods aim to provide certificates of global positivity
by reformulating a (positive) polynomial as a sum of
other polynomials squared, acquiring a sum of squares
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(SOS) relaxation. Nowadays, Lasserre’s Hierarchy [37]
is a standard method for handling SOS relaxations efficiently; it generates a sequence of bounds on the optimal values for POPs, with guaranteed convergence on
a bounded constraint set.
One can naturally extend the ideas of positivity
and sums of squares to the noncommutative (nc) setting by replacing the commutative variables z1 , . . . , zn
with noncommuting letters x1 , . . . , xn . The extension
to the noncommutative setting is an inevitable consequence of the many areas of science which regularly
optimize functions with noncommuting variables, such
as matrices or operators. For instance in control theory
[9,11,51], matrix completion [36], quantum information
theory [3, 20, 45, 47], or quantum chemistry [42, 48].
The natural analogues of SOS representations in the
noncommutative setting are sums of Hermitian squares
(SOHS), which have similar representation results arising from real algebraic geometry [26] and the tracial
moment problems [6]. As in the commutative setting,
these results have given rise to methods and tools (such
as the software packages NCSOStools [8], and NCalgebra [23]) for the various noncommutative polynomial
optimization problems (NCPOP), with many of the
applications listed above readily benefiting from these
tools.
In this chapter we introduce the essentials of the
sums of Hermitian squares approach to NCPOPs. We
begin by introducing noncommutative analogues of the
algebraic and geometric structures needed for optimization in §2. We then formulate unconstrained NCPOPs
in §3 for the eigenvalue minimization problem, and in
§4 for the trace minimization problem. We also show
how to represent and solve each of these problems as a
semidefinite program, and §5 considers the dual characterizations of these associated semidefinite programs.
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Including constraints in an NCPOP and the additional
structures required to be able to obtain a solution are
illustrated in §6. In §7 we present two important applications of NCPOPs and demonstrate how the SOHS
methodology is applied. Finally in §8 we direct the
reader to significant and recent research results and applications pertaining to NCPOPs.

is

2 Definitions and preliminaries

2.2 Positive Semidefinite Matrices

For a more detailed introduction to the concepts and
ideas presented in this section, the reader is referred to
[7].

Let Sr denote the space of real symmetric matrices
of size r; we will normally omit the subscript r when we
discuss matrices of arbitrary size, or if the size is clear
from context. We will also denote by Ir the identity
matrix of size r (again omitting the subscript when appropriate). Given A P S, A is positive semidefinite (psd)
(resp. positive definite (pd)), if all eigenvalues of A are
non-negative (resp. positive), and we write A ľ 0 (resp.
A ą 0). Let Sľ (resp. Są ) be the cone of psd
řr(resp. pd)
matrices. We denote by TrpAq the trace i“1 Ai,i of
the matrix A P Sr and trpAq “ 1r TrpAq is the normalized trace. We write A “ pA1 , . . . , An q P Sn , and given
q P Rxxy, by qpAq we mean the evaluation of q on A,
i.e., replacement of the nc letters xi with the matrices Ai (note that considering A P pS1 qn is the same
as replacing the nc letters x1 , . . . , xn with commutative
variables z1 , . . . , zn ).

2.1 Noncommutative polynomials
Denote by x the noncommuting letters x1 , . . . , xn .
Let xxy “ xx1 , . . . , xn y be the free monoid generated by
x, consisting of words in x, e.g., x1 , x1 x2 , x2 x1 x1 x2 p“
x2 x21 x2 q, etc. We will denote the empty word by 1, and
when we work with only two variables, we will use x, y
instead of x1 , x2 . Consider the free algebra Rxxy of polynomials in x with coefficients in R. Its elements are
called noncommutative (nc) polynomials, e.g., tpx, yq “
1 ` 2x ` x2 ` xy 2 ` 2y 2 ` y 2 x ` yx2 y ` y 4 P Rxx, yy.
Endow Rxxy with the involution f ÞÑ f ‹ which fixes
R Y txu pointwise, so that given a word w “ xi1 . . . xir ,
w‹ is its reverse, i.e., w‹ “ xir . . . xi1 . This involution
extends naturally to matrices of nc polynomials, i.e.,
given V with entries being nc polynomials, pV ‹ qi,j “
pVj,i q‹ . The length of the longest word in a polynomial f P Rxxy is called the degree of f and is denoted degpf q, e.g., take t as above, then degptq “ 4.
We write Rxxyd for all nc polynomials of degree at
most d. The set of symmetric elements of Rxxy is defined as Sym Rxxy “ tf P Rxxy : f ‹ “ f u. We employ
the graded lexicographic ordering on all structures and
objects we consider.
We write xxyd for the set of all words in xxy of degree at most d, and we let Wd pxq “ Wd be the column
vector of words in xxyd . The length of Wd is equal to
řd
spd, nq :“ i“0 ni , which we write as spdq, when contextually appropriate. Given a polynomial f P Rxxyd ,
let f “ pfw qwPxxyd P Rspdq be its vector of coefficients. It
is clear that every polynomial f P Rxxyd can be written
ř
as f “ wPxxyd fw w “ f T Wd “ Wd‹ f .
For p P Rxxy, the nc polynomial p‹ p is called a Hermitian Square. Given some f P Rxxy, if there are other
nc polynomials g1 , . . . , gk P Rxxy such that we can write
f “ g1‹ g1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gk‹ gk , then f is called a Sum of Hermitian Squares (SOHS). The set of all such polynomials

Σ :“

#

ℓ
ÿ

gi‹ gi

i“1

ˇ
+
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ ℓ P N, gi P Rxxy ,
ˇ

(1)

and we write Σ2d for the elements of Σ with degree less
than or equal to 2d, i.e., degpgi q ď d in the representation (1).

2.3 Semidefinite Programming
Semidefinite programs (SDP) are a well established
tool for solving optimization problems, especially the
ones arising from the “sum of squares” methodology.
The theory of semidefinite programming is rich and substantial, and the interested reader is referred to [2, 56].
We give the basic formulation of these programs below.
Let x¨, ¨y denote the scalar matrix product xA, By “
trpB T Aq, then a semidefinite program has the standard
primal form
ξ “ sup xC, Xy,
XPSr

s. t. xAj , Xy “ bj , j “ 1, . . . , k,

(2)

s. t. X ľ 0,

with the matrix variable X, and problem data b “
pb1 , . . . , bk qT P Rk , and C, A1 , . . . , Ak P Sr . The dual
problem to the above is the following dual SDP
ψ “ sup yT b,
yPRk

s. t. C ´

ÿ

yi Ai ľ 0.
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When C is the zero matrix, (2) is called a feasibility
program, and normally written as

Example 3.4 Let tpx, yq “ 1 ` 2x ` x2 ` xy 2 ` 2y 2 `
y 2 x ` yx2 y ` y 4 , with its Gram matrix

s. t. X ľ 0,
s. t. xAj , Xy “ bj , j “ 1, . . . , k.

Gpa, b, cq “

3 Unconstrained Setting
One of the standard applications of NCPOP is eigenvalue optimization,
ˇ
(
λmin pf q :“ inf vT f pAqv ˇ A P Sn , and kvk “ 1 , (3)

which aims to find the minimum possible eigenvalue
of an nc polynomial f over Sn . Reformulating, (3) is
equivalent to
λmin pf q “ sup tλ | @A P Sn , f pAq ´ λI ľ 0u ,

(4)

and as the following theorem shows, for nc polynomials,
matrix positivity (as required in (4)) is equivalent to
membership in Σ.
Theorem 3.1 ([24,43,44]) Given f P Rxxy, f is matrix positive, i.e., f pAq ľ 0 for all A P Sn , if and only
if f is a sum of Hermitian squares, i.e., f P Σ.
Using this theorem, we can frame eigenvalue minimization as the following SOHS program
λmin pf q “ sup tλ | f ´ λ P Σu ,

(5)

which can be solved through the use of semidefinite
programming.
3.1 SOHS decomposition via SDP

Example 3.2 Consider tpx, yq “ 1 ` 2x ` x2 ` xy 2 `
2y 2 ` y 2 x ` yx2 y ` y 4 . We can represent t as
1
1
0 a
—1 1 ´ 2a 0 0
—
0 2 ´ 2b 0
—0
0 0
—a 0
W2‹ —
—
0
0 0
—0
–
0
0
c 0
b 1´c
0 0

tpx, yq “

for any a, b, c P R.

ﬁ
00 b
0 0 1 ´ cﬃ
ﬃ
0c 0 ﬃ
ﬃ
0 0 0 ﬃ W2
ﬃ
10 0 ﬃ
ﬂ
00 0
00 1

Lemma 3.3 ([7, Proposition 1.16]) Let us consider
a polynomial f P Sym Rxxy2d . Then f P Σ if and only if
f has a psd Gram matrix, i.e., there exists a psd matrix
Gf such that
f “ Wd‹ Gf Wd .

ﬁ
a00 b
0 0 0 1 ´ cﬃ
ﬃ
00c 0 ﬃ
ﬃ
000 0 ﬃ
ﬃ
010 0 ﬃ
ﬂ
000 0
000 1

It is readily seen that Gpa, b, cq ľ 0 if and only if a “
b “ c “ 0. So, we know that t is an SOHS, and indeed
we can write
tpx, yq “ p1 ` x ` y 2 q‹ p1 ` x ` y 2 q ` pxyq‹ pxyq.
Computing an SOHS decomposition for any p P
Sym Rxxy2d amounts to comparing “symmetrized coefficients” (i.e. pw ` pw‹ ) with coefficients of Wd‹ GWd ,
for some psd G. Such a psd G can be obtained as the solution of the following semidefinite feasibility program,
s. t. G ľ 0,
s. t. xAw , Gy “ pw ` p‹w , w P W2d
where

pAw qu,v

$
‹
‹
’
&2, if u v “ w, and w “ w ,
“ 1, if u‹ v P tw, w‹ u and w ‰ w‹ ,
’
%
0, otherwise.

Combining Theorem 3.1 with Lemma 3.3 gives the SDP
form of the SOHS program (5),
λmin pf q “ sup λ,

Let us now consider how to test membership into
Σ. We note that we can write every f P Sym Rxxy2d as
f “ Wd‹ Gf Wd , for some appropriate symmetric matrix
Gf , which is known as a Gram matrix of f . As the
example below shows, the Gram matrix is not unique.

»

1
1
0
—1 1 ´ 2a 0
—
0
2 ´ 2b
—0
—
0
—a 0
—
0
0
—0
–
0
0
c
b 1´c
0
»

s. t. f ´ λ “ Wd‹ GWd ,

(6)

s. t. G ľ 0.

4 Trace Optimization
Trace optimization is an important branch of noncommutative optimization, with many different applications. Of particular importance is the quantum mechanical setting, where one investigates statistical averages of the system, which can be naturally represented
using the trace.

4.1 Cyclic Equivalence
Given polynomials p, q P Rxxy, the commutator of
p and q is defined as rp, qs :“ pq ´ qp. It is well known
that a trace zero matrix is a (sum of) commutator(s).
So when optimizing over the trace, we remove commutators through the equivalence relation defined below.
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Definition 4.1 Two polynomials f, g P Rxxy are called
cyc
cyclically equivalent (f „ g) if f ´ g is a sum of commutators, i.e.,
f ´g “

ℓ
ÿ

i“1

pi qi ´ qi pi for some ℓ P N and pi , qi P Rxxy.

Two words u, v P xxy are cyclically equivalent if
and only if there exists words w1 , w2 P xxy such that
u “ w1 w2 and v “ w2 w1 . Using this with linearity of
the commutator, we can check cyclic equivalence of nc
polynomials, by comparing (the sum of) coefficients of
cyclically equivalent words. This is formalized in the
next proposition.

4.3 SDP formulation
For an nc polynomial f P Rxxy2d , we can search for a
cyclic SOHS decomposition as before with the following
SDP
s. t. G ľ 0,
cyc

s. t. f „ Wd‹ GWd ,
where we point out that checking cyclic equivalence is
done through a set of linear constraints, as detailed in
Proposition 4.2.
With this we obtain the SDP form of (7), to approximate trmin pf q,

Proposition 4.2 ([7, Proposition 1.51]) Two nc polyř
ř
nomials f “ wPxxy fw w and g “ wPxxy gw w (fw , gw P
trΘ pf q “ sup τ,
R) are cyclically equivalent if and only if for all v P xxy
cyc
s. t. f ´ τ „ Wd‹ GWd ,
one has
ÿ
ÿ
s. t. G ľ 0.
fw “
gw .
wPxxy
cyc
w„v

wPxxy
cyc
w„v

(8)

Despite the existence of examples where trΘ pf q ă
trmin pf q, for most problems trΘ is more computationally viable and offers a good approximation to trmin .

4.2 Trace Minimization
With cyclic equivalence, we now have the following
equality
inf ttrpf pAqq | A P Sn , f P Rxxyu “
ˇ
!
)
cyc
ˇ
inf trpgpAqq ˇ A P Sn , g P Rxxy, and g „ f .

Hence, if we consider the trace minimization problem
trmin pf q :“ inf ttrpf pAqq | A P Sn u

“ sup tτ | trpf pAqq ´ τ ě 0, @A P Sn u

to generate a relaxation as in (5), we have to consider
all nc polynomials, which are cyclically equivalent to
something in Σ. So we define
ˇ
!
)
cyc
ˇ
Θ :“ f P Rxxy ˇ Dg P Σ with f „ g

Example 4.4 Consider tpx, yq “ 1 ` 2x ` x2 ` xy 2 `
2y 2 ` y 2 x ` yx2 y ` y 4 , which we know is an SOHS,
and so necessarily, trmin ptq ě 0. Using NCSOStools we
p2q
compute trΘ ptq with the following commands
>>
>>
>>
>>

NCvars x y
t = 1+2*x+x^2+x*y^2+2*y^2+y^2*x+y*x^2*y+y^4;
d = 2;
opt_d = NCtraceOpt(t, {}, 2*d);
p2q

and obtain trΘ ptq « 6.967 ˆ 10´10 . Thus we conclude
trmin ptq “ 0.
5 Duality

and obtain the relaxation

trΘ pf q “ sup tτ | f ´ τ P Θu .

(7)

In contrast to eigenvalue optimization, we know only
that trΘ pf q ď trmin pf q, with the inequality being strict
in general.

As is known from the duality theory of SDP [56],
the dual optimum provides a lower bound on the primal
optimum (in the notation of §2.3; ψ ď ξ, see [54, §3] for
an example). With this in mind, we now describe the
dual formulations of (5) and (7).

Example 4.3 Consider the nc Motzkin polynomial,
Mnc px, yq “ xy 4 x ` yx4 y ´ 3xy 2 x ` 1 P Sym Rxx, yy
It is known that Mnc is trace positive, i.e., for every
A, B P S, trpMnc pA, Bqq ě 0 (see [35, Example 4.4]),
from which we can see that trmin pMnc q “ 0. However,
trΘ pMnc q “ ´8, for if there exists a τ P R with Mnc ´
τ P Θ, then (considering A, B P S1 ) the (commutative)
Motzkin polynomial would be a sum of squares, and
this is well known to be false [41, Proposition 1.2.2].

5.1 Eigenvalue Dual
_
be the dual cone of Σ2d . This dual cone is
Let Σ2d
characterized as
ˇ
,
$
ˇ
L is linear,/
’
ˇ
.
&
ˇ
_
Lpf q “ Lpf ‹ q,
Σ2d
:“ L : Rxxy2d Ñ R ˇ
ˇ
/
’
%
ˇ @f P Σ2d , Lpf q ě 0-
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Following a standard Lagrangian duality argument (cf.
[56, Chapter 4]) for eigenvalue optimization, we obtain
the dual program to (6),
Λmin pf q “ inf Lpf q,

_
s. t. L P Σ2d
,

(9)

Linear functionals L on Rxxy2d which are symmetric (Lpf q “ Lpf ‹ q), can be represented as nc Hankel
matrices.
Definition 5.1 A matrix M P Sspdq , which is indexed
by words u, v P xxyd , is an nc Hankel matrix if
whenever u‹ v “ r‹ s.

Definition 5.2 Let L : Rxxy2d Ñ R be a symmetric
linear functional. The nc Hankel matrix Md pLq, associated to L, is defined as
Md pLqu,v “ Lpu‹ vq.
ř
ř
Let p “ pw w P Rxxyd and q “ qw w P Rxxyd be two
nc polynomials. Then it is easy to see that
Lpp‹ qq “ pT Md pLqq,

(10)

and in fact Md pLq is the unique matrix with this property. Moreover, from (10), we see that for all p P Rxxy,
Lpp‹ pq ě 0 if and only if Md pLq ľ 0. This gives us
_
an alternative representation of the dual cone Σ2d
, and
lets us rewrite (9) as
Λmin pf q “ inf xMd pLq, Gf y,
s. t. Md pLq ľ 0,

s. t. Md pLq1,1 “ 1,

LΘ pf q “ inf xMd pLq, Gf y,
s. t. Md pLq ľ 0,

s. t. Lp1q “ 1.

Mu,v “ Mr,s ,

tracial linear functionals, which satisfy Lprp, qsq “ 0, for
p, q P Rxxyd .
Using nc Hankel matrices, we can obtain the dual
SDP for trace minimization, which is

(11)

s. t. Md pLqu,v “ Md pLqr,s for all u‹ v “ r‹ s,
where Gf is a Gram matrix of f .

s. t. Md pLq1,1 “ 1,

(13)
cyc

s. t. Md pLqu,v “ Md pLqr,s for all u‹ v „ r‹ s.
5.3 No Duality Gap
For eigenvalue and trace optimization, we can use
either the primal or dual SDP, since in both cases the
duality gap ξ ´ ψ is known to be zero.
Theorem 5.3 ([7, Theorem 4.1]) The SDP pairs
(6)-(11), and (8)-(12) satisfy strong duality, namely,
Λminpf q “ λmin pf q, and trΘ pf q “ LΘ pf q.
In practice most state-of-the-art SDP solvers use
primal-dual methods, relying on both formulations. Moreover, guaranteed convergence to an ǫ-optimal solution
(for ǫ ą 0) rely directly on the presence of strong duality [54].

6 Constraints
So far we have considered global (eigenvalue or trace)
optimization of nc polynomials, where we consider all
A P Sn . However, for some applications (such as violation of Bell inequalities, see §7) we want to optimize
over a specific region of Sn .
We now show how to optimize nc polynomials over
regions of Sn which can be defined via nc polynomial
inequalities.

5.2 Trace Dual
6.1 Algebraic extensions
For trace optimization, we can similarly obtain the
dual program to (8),
LΘ pf q “ inf Lpf q,

_
s. t. L P Θ2d
,

(12)

s. t. Lp1q “ 1.
_
Θ2d

The dual cone
can be characterized similarly to
_
_
_
Σ2d
. In fact, since Σ2d Ď Θ2d , we know Θ2d
Ď Σ2d
.
_
So the dual cone Θ2d will certainly consist of linear
functionals L : Rxxy2d Ñ R which are symmetric, and
LpΣ2d q Ď r0, 8q. Moreover, for a functional to be well
_
defined under cyclic equivalences, Θ2d
will consist of the

Let g “ tg1 , . . . , gm u be a subset of Sym Rxxy. The
semialgebraic set associated to g is defined as
Dg “ tA P Sn : @g P g, gpAq ľ 0u
i.e., the set of all matrix tuples A P Sn such that each
nc polynomial in g has a psd evaluation at A.
We can naturally extend this notion from matrix
tuples of the same order, to bounded self-adjoint operators on some Hilbert space H, which make gpAq psd
for all g P g. This extension is called the operator semialgebraic set associated to g, and we denote it by Dg8 .
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The quadratic module generated by g is the set
ˇ
+
#
M
ˇ
ÿ
ˇ
‹
Qpgq :“
pi gi pi ˇ M P N, gi P g Y t1u , pi P Rxxy .
ˇ
i“0

Note that when g “ H, QpHq “ Σ. Given k P N, the
k th -order truncation of Qpgq is the following
ˇ
#
+
M
ˇ M P N, g P g Y t1u , p P Rxxy,
ÿ
i
i
ˇ
‹
pi g i pi ˇ
Qpgqk :“
ˇ
degpp‹i gi pi q ď 2k
i“0

We say that Qpgq is Archimedean if for all q P Rxxy,
there is a positive R P N such that R ´ q ‹ q P Qpgq. This
is equivalent to the existence of an R P N such that
R ´ px21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x2n q P Qpgq [34, Proposition 2.2].
The next proposition is obvious, but crucial to the
study of nonnegative nc polynomials.
Proposition 6.1 ([7, Proposition 1.25]) Let f P
Sym Rxxy and g Ď Sym Rxxy. If f P Qpgq, then f pAq ľ
0 for all A P Dg . Likewise, f pAq ľ 0 for all A P Dg8 .
In general, the converse of Proposition 6.1 is false. However, if we restrict to Dg8 , then we have the noncommutative version of Putinar’s Positivstellensatz [22].
Theorem 6.2 ([7, Theorem 1.32]) Let us consider
f P Sym Rxxy and g Ď Sym Rxxy and suppose Qpgq is
Archimedean. If f ą 0 for all A P Dg8 , then f P Qpgq.
Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 make it possible
to develop an approximation hierarchy for constrained
nc optimization. Before presenting this hierarchy, let us
clarify some minor issues that arise with trace optimization.
First, to handle cyclic equivalences in trace optimization, we must use the cyclic quadratic module
ˇ
)
!
cyc
ˇ
Qcyc pgq :“ f P Sym Rxxy ˇ Dg P Qpgq with f „ g

Proposition 6.3 ([7, Proposition 1.62]) Let f P
Sym Rxxy and g Ď Sym Rxxy. If f P Qcyc pgq, then
trpf pAqq ě 0 for all A P Dg . Likewise, trpf pAqq ě 0
for all A P DgII1 .
Theorem 6.4 ([7, Proposition 1.63]) Let us consider f P Sym Rxxy and g Ď Sym Rxxy and suppose
Qpgq is Archimedean. If trpf pAqq ą 0 for all A P DgII1 ,
then f P Qcyc pgq.
6.2 Approximation Hierarchies
Given a set of constraints g “ tg1 , . . . , gm u, using
Proposition 6.1 we can obtain the following hierarchy
for constrained eigenvalue optimization
pdq

λmin pf q “ sup λ,

s. t. f ´ λ P Qpgq2d .

For g P g, let us define dg :“ rdegpgq{2s. To obtain
the dual program, we would need the representation of
the dual cone Qpgq_
2d . This dual is nothing more than
symmetric linear functionals which are nonnegative on
Qpgq2d ; in other words, symmetric linear functionals L
such that for all g P g Y t1u and p P Rxxyd´dg
Lpp‹ gpq ě 0.
Similar to the nc Hankel matrix, we define the nc localizing matrix Md´dg pgLq as
Md´dg pgLqu,v “ Lpu‹ gvq
(indexed by words u, v P xxyd´dg ). With this in place,
we obtain the dual SDP to (14),
pdq

Λminpf q “ inf xMd pLq, Gf y,

s. t. Md pLq1,1 “ 1,

s. t. @g P g Y t1u , Md´dg pgLq ľ 0,

(15)

s. t. Md pLqu,v “ Md pLqr,s for all u‹ v “ r‹ s.

cyc

and its truncation of order k, Q pgqk , which is defined
similarly to Qpgqk .
Second, and perhaps more importantly, we cannot
in general consider trace optimization over the operator semialgebraic set Dg8 . This is because, if the space
H is not finite dimensional, then the algebra BpHq of
bounded operators on H does not admit a trace. So
instead we consider subalgebras of BpHq which admit
a trace, namely, finite von Neumann algebras of type
I and II. Then Dg is generalized to the von Neumann
semialgebraic set DgII1 (for details on this, we refer the
reader to [7, Definition 1.59] and [52, Chapter 5]).
With this in mind, we have analogous results to
Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 for trace positivity.

(14)

With similar reasoning, we obtain the following primal program for trace optimization
pdq

trΘ “ sup τ,

s. t. f ´ τ P Qcyc pgq2d ,

and the corresponding dual program
pdq

LΘ pf q “ inf xMd pLq, Gf y,

s. t. Md pLq1,1 “ 1,

s. t. @g P g Y t1u , Md´dg pgLq ľ 0,

cyc

s. t. Md pLqu,v “ Md pLqr,s for all u‹ v „ r‹ s.
Furthermore if Qpgq is Archimedean, then both of these
programs converge to the true solution as d Ñ 8.
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7 Applications

7.2 Matrix factorization ranks

7.1 Maximal Bell violation

Let M be an entrywise nonnegative matrix of size
pp, qq. Do there exist matrices A1 , . . . , Ap , B1 , . . . , Bq P
Sľ
r such that we can write Mij “ trpAi Bj q, and if so,
what is the smallest r which allows this? Such a factorization is known as a psd factorization, and the smallest
admissible r is known as the psd rank of M , denoted
rankpsd pM q [14].
In the context of optimization, the psd rank can be
used to examine the size of the psd lift of a polytope
[15,53]. Letting L be an affine subspace of Sr , the set LX
Sľ
which can be written
r is known as a spectrahedron,
ˇ
(
ľ
d ˇ
as L X Sr “ y P R A0 ` y1 A1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` yd Ad ľ 0 for
some A0 , . . . , Ad P Sr . If a polytope P can be written as
the projection of a spectrahedron, i.e., P “ πpL X Sľ
r q,
then L X Sľ
r is a psd lift of P of size r.
Minimizing a linear functional L over P is the same
as minimizing L ˝ π over L X Sľ
r (a semidefinite program). If P is defined by k hyperplanes, and has a psd
lift L Ď Sr of smaller size (r ! k), then the semidefinite program from the psd lift can be more efficient than
the original linear program; this is because the runtime
of many linear programming algorithms depends on k.
Therefore, given a polytope P , it is important to know
what the lowest possible value for r is, and this can be
conveniently described via the psd rank of an associated
slack matrix SP (see [17, Defintion 3.5]).
The psd rank has been broadly studied in many
works such as [13,16,17,19]. In [18] the authors present
a framework of computing lower bounds for the psd
rank (among other factorization ranks), as a hierarchy
of NCPOPs. Given a matrix M of size pp, qq, in our notation this framework can be written as follows, in the
nc letters x1 , . . . , xp`q .
Let g be the following set in Sym Rxxy,
ˇ
(
g “ xi ´ x2i ˇ i “ 1, . . . , p
ˇ
¸
+
#˜ p
ˇ
ď
ÿ
ˇ
2
Mij xp`j ´ xp`j ˇ j “ 1, . . . , q ,
ˇ
i“1

Consider a quantum mechanical state of two particles, which interacted at some point in the past and
are then placed at two separate (far away) locations A
and B. At these locations, we perform some possible
measurements mA and mB , and get one of two possible outputs oA and oB . Because the particles have
interacted in the past, the outcomes of the measurements can be correlated, and this correlation can be described by a joint probability P pmA , mB |oA , oB q. The
generalized
Bell inequalities are inequalities of the form
ř
amo P pmA , mB |oA , oB q ď C, and provide a bound
on the possible correlations; which are respected in the
setting of classical mechanics, but not in quantum mechanics.
Violation of Bell inequalities serves as an indicator
for entanglement of a quantum state, which can have
many interesting applications such as quantum teleportation [4], quantum computation [29] and quantum
cryptography [12]. Moreover, there is interest in understanding the maximal violation of a Bell inequality, for
instance [1] uses this maximum violation to bound the
Holevo information in quantum cryptography.
Since the measurements can be represented as Hermitian operators acting on the quantum state v, the
expectation of the joint probabilities can be written in
the form ErP pmA , mB |oA , oB qs “ vT xi yj v (where i, j
correspond to the possible outputs), and hence we can
frame Bell inequality violation as an NCPOP. The most
famous Bell inequality is the CHSH inequality [10]
x1 y1 ` x1 y2 ` x2 y1 ´ x2 y2 ď 2
under the constraints x2i “ yj2 “ 1 and xi yj “ yj xi for
i, j P t1, 2u. Letting gpx, yq “ x1 y1 ` x1 y2 ` x2 y1 ´ x2 y2 ,
we can solve the NCPOP
inf ´pgpx, yq ` gpx, yq‹ q{2,
s. t. x2i “ 1,

and

hpxq “ 1 ´

p
ÿ

xi .

i“1

s. t. yj2 “ 1,

Then a sequence of approximations ρpdq pM q which bound
rankpsd pM q are computed as the following feasibility
problem

by first reformulating it to the SOHS program (14) or
its dual (15) as in §6.2, and then solving the associated
SDP. The package NCSOStools allows us to do this
conveniently with the command NCeigMin, and using a
relaxation order of d “ 2, we find that the maximum
?
possible violation of the CHSH inequality is 2 2.

ρpdq pM q “ inf Md pLq1,1 ,

s. t. xi yj “ yj xi for all i, j P t1, 2u ,

s. t. Md pLqxi ,xp`j “ Mij ,

s. t. @g P g Y t1u , Md´dg pgLq ľ 0,
s. t. Md´dh phLq “ 0,

(16)
cyc

s. t. Md pLqu,v “ Md pLqr,s for all u‹ v „ r‹ s.
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Example 7.1 Consider the following matrix
»
ﬁ
1 1.75 0
M “– 0
1 1.75ﬂ .
1.75 0
1

It is shown in [13] that rankpsd pM q “ 3. Using the
SOHS program (16), we obtain the approximations
ρp2q pM q « 1.90903,

ρp3q pM q « 1.90903.

While higher order approximations (ρp4q pM q, . . . ) may
differ, it is important to keep in mind that although
the approximations ρpdq pM q may converge, they do not
necessarily converge to rankpsd pM q.
As we see from these examples, NCPOPs add value
to the broader area of optimization, and indeed quantitative science in general.

8 Further reading
Noncommutative optimization is a highly active area
of research which draws inspiration from many different disciplines. NCPOPs can be readily used in many
branches of engineering and quantum sciences. We have
presented in this article only a fundamental introduction to the area and there are many different avenues
one can explore from here.
As we have seen above, SOHS programming is decidedly dependant on the Positivstellensätze from free
real algebraic geometry. A good place to start learning about free real algebraic geometry and the various
nc Positivstellensätze is [26], which offers insights into
important topics such as noncommutative convexity,
noncommutative rational functions, and noncommutative spectrahedra (matrix solution sets of linear matrix
inequalities). Linear matrix inequalities and noncommutative spectrahedra are of particular importance to
engineering and control theory, and Positivstellensätze
related to these are discussed further in [27] and [25].
The latest Positivstellensatz benefiting NCPOPs focuses on trace polynomials; a generalized framework
combining what we have presented, polynomials in nc
letters and their traces, e.g., x21 trpx1 x2 q ` x2 x1 trpx3 q2 .
Trace polynomials are of interest in many areas such
as quantum information [46] and free probability [21].
In [31] the authors present novel SOHS representation
results for trace polynomials, and use them to build a
converging hierarchy of SDP relaxations, which can be
used to optimize over trace polynomials. The hierarchy
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can be practically used in the context of quantum information for finding upper bounds on quantum violations
of polynomial Bell inequalities [49] and for characterizing entanglement of Werner states [28]. They also show
how to extract minimizers in certain cases. The latest results on trace polynomials in [32] provide rational
SOHS certificates in the univariate setting, analogous
to Artin’s solution to Hilbert’s 17th problem.
SOHS representations allow convenient modelling
of NCPOPs, but equally important is the computational task of solving the SDP relaxations which arise.
If the number of variables or relaxation degrees grow
too large, programs such as (11) become unmanageable. The Newton Chip method [33] ameliorates this to
some extent, by removing monomials which cannot occur in any SOHS decomposition for a given objective
nc polynomial. A cyclic extension of the Newton Chip
method for use in trace optimization is given in [5].
The very recent works [30] and [55] analyze the related concept of correlative and term sparsity and report significant improvements in SDP programs when
this is exploited. Given an NCPOP in a large number
of variables, the underlying idea in this approach is to
partition the objective and constraint polynomials in a
suitable way, so each partition only depends on a small
subset of variables. A specific library is available within
the TSSOS software [39].
With similar motivations, the work of [40] show that
the SDP variables in NCPOPs with a ball constraint,
have a constant trace. This allows the use of first order
spectral methods to solve the generated SDP, and looks
to be a promising approach to reducing the associated
computational expense.
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